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Description

Motivation
After thinking how to do it in https://confluence.suse.com/display/QYT/Improve+YAML+schedule%3A+remove+duplication and some
other additional discussion we could try start to draft this idea. Still is not completely solved. We need to prove that the mechanism
can do certain things, so it is time to try something practical and see where we get.

Acceptance criteria
AC1: Create executable version with one or more test suite that are representative and are used in different products.
AC2: Develop YAML files for each product with its defaults and YAML schedules using those defaults.
AC3: Explore the possibility to have only one schedule per test suite (Factory First approach)

Further info
To follow a Factory First approach and only have one test schedule per test suite we need to have a mechanism to point to the
corresponding file. Schedules in different products are different, so it is clear we need different files, we cannot abstract section
or phases of the installer, things are quite different some times to make assumptions. So we need to point to different files,
perhaps programmatically.
We need to probe in this PoC that having all the stages as keys, that those keys are replaced properly.
The default file in principle is 'runnable', which means we iterate over it and read the values of its keys in the specific schedule
we are dealing with where could be some overwrites. If the file is too big, maybe a 'runnable' version is not a good idea (some
sort of new main.pm) and we need more like a file with the defaults with no sequences, but then we would have to do the
sequences on the specific schedules, which might be tricky as well. We have to evaluate that. Reading in both would avoid the
extra syntax with before/after described in confluence, but then we need to repeat the default (we have to evaluate that as well)
Conditional schedule due to some openQA variables (random ones or combination or distri + arch + virtualization) might be set
under those keys, instead of having a dedicated key for conditional schedule
History
#1 - 2022-01-19 06:25 - JERiveraMoya
- Description updated
#2 - 2022-01-19 09:51 - JERiveraMoya
- Tags deleted (qe-yast-refinement)
- Status changed from New to Workable
#3 - 2022-01-19 11:35 - JERiveraMoya
- Status changed from Workable to In Progress
#4 - 2022-02-02 07:29 - JERiveraMoya
- Status changed from In Progress to Feedback
PR: https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/14155
#5 - 2022-02-14 13:00 - JERiveraMoya
PR: https://github.com/os-autoinst/os-autoinst-distri-opensuse/pull/14241
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#6 - 2022-04-29 06:46 - JERiveraMoya
VRs:
OSD: guided_btrfs | guided_ext4
O3: guided_btrfs | guided_btrfs_textmode | guided_ext4 | guided_ext4_textmode
#7 - 2022-04-29 06:46 - JERiveraMoya
- Status changed from Feedback to Closed
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